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PGandE Letter No.: DCL-85-214

Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Re: Docket NIo. 50-275, OL-DPR-80
Diablo Canyon Unit 1

Supplemental Information to License Amendment Request 85-07

Dear Mr. Denton:

On May 31, 1985, PGandE submitted License Amendment Request (LAR) 85-07 on
Technical Specification Changes for Specifications 3.8.2.1 and 3.8.2.2
relating to batteries and chargers. Based on discussions with the NRC Staff,
PGandE requested in LAR 85-07 a restrictive 14-day out of service time for the
action statement when in the condition of more than one charger receiving
power simultaneously from a single vital bus or any dc bus not receiving power
simultaneously from its associated ac division.
As requested by the NRC Staff, enclosed is additional information on battery
charger reliability and design analysis to support PGandE's position on the
acceptability of operation in the alternate charger alignment for periods of
14-days. Also, included is information related to the need for the 14-day
action statement. This information supplements that provided in LAR 85-07 and
demonstrates that the design of the DCPP battery charging system meets all
applicable general design criteria of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, and further that
the dc system can operate indefinitely as long as charging is available for
all three batteries. PGandE's operating philosophy for the battery chargers
is consistent with Section 8.3.2 of the DCPP Safety Evaluation Report, which
states that each of the five chargers per unit is capable of maintaining the
required dc voltage on the system and recharging the batteries.
Kindly acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of this
letter and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

Sin cer ely,

g c(~M+
J. D. Shiffer

Encl osure

cc: R. T. Dodds
G. W. Knighton
J. B. Martin
H. E. Schierling
J. 0. Ward
Service List
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PGandE r No.: DCL-85-214

ENCLOSURE

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION TO LAR 85-07

PGandE's letter DCL-85-188, dated May 21, 1985, provided PGandE's position
regarding the operability requirement for the battery sets and chargers.
Discussions with the NRC Staff indicated an NRC position that would not allow
unlimited operation in all alternate charger configurations. Therefore,
PGandE has requested in LAR 85-07 dated May 31, 1985 a new action statement in
Specification 3.8.2.1 that provides for limited operation with more than one
charger receiving power simultaneously from a single 480V vi tal bus or any dc
bus not receiving power simultaneously from its associated ac division.
Specifically, the requested action statement specifies that the system is to
be restored to a configuration wherein each charger is powered from its
associated 480V vital bus within 14 days or be in hot standby within the next
6 hours and in cold shutdown within the following 30 hours.

The following information provides justification for PGandE's position that
operation is acceptable while in the alternate battery charger configuration
and provides the basis for the need for a minimum 14-day out of service time
as requested in LAR 85-07 when in the alternate battery charger configuration
and the justification for such time period.

A. JUSTIFICATION FOR OPERATION FOR ALTERNATE BATTERY CHARGER CONFIGURATION

Char er Con fi ura tions

Figure 1 (based on FSAR Figure 8.3-17) depicts the 125Vdc vital system
and the charging systems for the station batteries. There are six
possible operating alignments. Table 1 indicates that there are two
charger alignments (Cases 1 and 6) wherein each vital bus supplies a
single battery charger which is, in turn, aligned to a single dc
bus/battery. Unrestricted operation should be permissible for either of
these alignments. In Case 1, the system is aligned such that train
separation is maintained throughout. In Case 6, two of the dc trains are
cross-supplied from different train ac busses through the battery
chargers. As is discussed below, this alignment shoul d be acceptable
because the battery chargers and associated breakers provide sufficient
isolation such that any fault downstream of the chargers will not be
reflected back into the ac system supplying the charger.

Table 1 indicates four charger alignments (Cases 2, 3, 4, and 5) wherein
one of the vital ac busses supplies two battery chargers, aligned to
different dc busses. Operation in this configuration would be limited to
periods of 14 days on the basis that a test or single failure has
occurred resulting in the configuration, and that a second failure would
be highly unlikely because the failure rate of the breakers and chargers
is low as noted in the reliability discussion below.
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In any event, the batteries have sufficient capacity to shut down the
plant as required without charger operation.

Sin le Failure Anal sis for Alternate Char er Ali nment

Figure 1 shows the six possible operating alignments. Table 1 identifies
and analyzes these alignments. The normal and preferred mode of
operation is for charger 11 to supply battery ll, charger 12 to supply
battery 12, and charger 132 to supply battery 13. In this alignment,
each battery is supplied from a separate 480V bus. In the event of a

failure of a charger or associated 480V source, the associated battery
begins supplying load. Table 2 provides an analysis of remaining battery
ca paci ty.

Each battery is sized per IEEE Standard 485-1978 and the sizing
calculation assumes the conservative margins included in the Standard.
Another 15-25% margin was added for general conservatism. The batteries
have sufficient capacity to shut down the plant as required per the
Technical Specifications without any charging, a situation equivalent to
simultaneous loss of all five chargers.

For reliability, the charging system is designed to accommodate two
failures. Each charger has the capacity to simul taneously supply normal
load and to recharge the battery. Any two chargers can fail or any
charger and any 480V bus can fail and the system can still be configured
so that at least two batteries will continue to be supplied by their
chargers. Table 3 summarizes these conditions. Loss of a diesel
generator concurrent with loss of all offsite power is equivalent to loss
of the diesel 's associated bus.

Except for the resulting loss of power, failures of 480V busses will not
affect 125Ydc busses and failures of 125Vdc will not affect 480V busses.
Faults and overloads will be isolated by circuit breakers. Should a
circuit breaker fail to open, the condition will be isolated by backup
circuit breakers. See the discussion below regarding physical separation
and isolation.

Based on the discussion of physical separation and isolation below, fire,
missile impact, explosions, and other catastrophic physical phenomena can
affect only a single individual 480V bus or a single individual 125Vdc.
bus since they are physically and electrically isolated. Circuits are
physically routed directly between the required pieces of equipment and
meet PGandE standard design criteria for separation. The effects of the
loss of power from a postulated physical phenomenon are outlined in
Table.3 as previously stated. In any instance, there will always be at
least two operable batteries with chargers.

Ph sical Se aration and Isolation

There is both physical separation and electrical isolation designed into
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the system illustrated on Fi gur e l. Each 480V bus is located in a

separate room. Each battery is in a separate room. Additionally, the
battery chargers and dc busses are in separate rooms as indicated in
Figure 1.

Figure 1 also shows that circuit breakers and fuses protect the systems
regardless of the system configuration. The circuit breaker between the
charger and 125Vdc bus protects the charger from possible dc bus faults.
The fuse between the battery and the dc bus protects the battery from a

possible fault in the bus connections and provides backup protection to
the battery should the dc switchgear charger output breaker or dc bus
main breaker fail to clear a fault. The charger output breaker provides
backup protection for the charger from downstream faults should the dc
bus main breaker fail to clear a fault. The charger input breaker
protects the 480V bus from a possible fault in the charger. It also
provides backup protection from downstream faults should a downstream
breaker or the charger output breaker fail to clear a fault. The 480Y
bus feeder breaker protects the 480V bus from a possible cable fault and
provides backup protection to the 480V bus should any of the above
breakers or fuses fail, to clear a fault.

In conclusion, this system is well separated physically through the use
of separate rooms for these components, and the system components are
electrically isolated through the liberal use of overcurrent protection
devices. The design will allow safe shutdown of the plant after any
accident with any battery configuration.

Battery Char r Reliabil it
The battery chargers are in separate rooms as shown on Figure l. Each

charger consists of a steel enclosure which contains the following major
components: (1) a 480Y input breaker, (2) a regulating stepdown
transformer, (3) a diode bridge which rectifies 3-phase ac to produce dc
(the diodes essentially allow power to flow only in one direction towards
the batteries), (4) meters and circuitry which control output levels,
(5) a 125V output breaker, and (6) wiring which is constructed with flame
retardant insulation capable of operating at 600V.

PGandE's experience with battery chargers is based on a system-wide use
of over 1000 battery chargers operating in various power plants and
substations. The PGandE Engineering Department appr oves manufacturers of
battery char gers for system purchase. Operating experience is a prime
input consideration in the approval process.

In Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2 there are 10 chargers on the Class IE
125Vdc system. Operating experience has been excellent. A plant
betterment improvement was made by replacing selenium surge suppressors
with metal oxide suppressors and over-under-voltage sensing relays.

Battery chargers such as those used at Diablo Canyon are highly
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reliable. Based on a reliability assessment, in accordance with IEEE
Standard 500-1984 Section 2.1.1, for these breakers and chargers, the
probability of failure is:

P(failure) = 4.62 X 10-6 failures/hour

Based on this information (less than two failures per plant lifetime) it
can be concluded that the 14-day out of service time for the battery
char gers used at Diablo Canyon is very conservative for this highly
rel iabl e system.

B. BASIS FOR THE NEED OF 14-DAY OUT-OF-SERVICE TIt1E

PGandE selected a 14-day out of service time for the requested action
statement because it would provide sufficient time to perform maintenance
on or repair a battery-charger and also provide a reasonable time period
to exercise a backup charger. When determining the 14-day out of service
time, consideration was given to: (1) procurement and shipment of partsif not readily available, (2) approval of replacement parts, if
necessary, (3) maintenance and repair, (4) testing, and (5) the quality
assurance associated with each activity.

Attachmen ts
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ATTACHMENT

TABLE 1

ANALYSIS FOR CHARGING BATTERIES (6 CASES)
(Indicates required action for loss of a bus.)

CASE

¹11(F)

CH11 (F)

CH11 (F)

SUPPLY FOR BATTERY

¹12(G)

CH12 (G)

CH12 (G)

¹13(H)

CH132 (H)

CH131 (F)

CONDITION

NORMAL

If CH132 failed
and if F failed
then CH121

supplies BATll

CH11 (F) CH121 (H) CH132 (H) If CH12 failed and

if H failed then

CH131 supplies
BAT13

CHll (F) CH121 (H) CH131 (F) If CH12 failed and

if F failed then

CH132 supplies
BAT13

CH121 (H) CH12 (G) CH132 (H) If CH11 failed and

if H failed then

CH131 supplies
BAT13

CH121 (H) CH12 (G) CH131 (F) If any bus failed
no change or if
charger ¹11 and

charger ¹132

failed no change





ATTACHMENT

TABLE 2

BATTERY CAPACITY REMAINING AFTER 2 HOURS WITHOUT CHARGING

For battery degradation, the worst case condition for safe shutdown would be
loss of offsite power occurring 2 hours after the loss of charging to a

battery.

Amp hours supplied during the two hour period:

(Worst case per FSAR table 8.3-11 thru 8.3-16)

Battery 11 204/60 + 59/60 (85) + 96 = 183

Battery 12 157/60 + 59/60 (75) + 75 = 151.4

Battery 13 108/60 + 59/60 (49) + 53 = 103 + 152 (F)

Case I: Lose any bus--two batteries remain fully charged

Case II: Lose bus "F" remaining capacity of batteries after 2 hours

Battery 11 - 1617 amp-hr capacity
Battery 12 - 1800 amp-hr capacity
Battery 13 - 1545 amp-hr capacity

Case III: Lose bus "H" remaining capacity of batteries after 2 hours

Battery ll - 1800 amp-hr capacity
Battery 12 - 1648 amp-hr capacity
Battery 13 - 1697 amp-hr capacity

Case IV: Lose bus "F" remaining capacity of batteries after 2 hours

Same as for Case II

Case V: Lose bus "H" remaining capacity of batteries after 2 hours

Battery 11 - 1617 amp-hr capacity
Battery 12 - 1800 amp-hr capacity
Battery 13 - 1697 amp-hr capacity

Case VI: Same as Case I
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3

DOUBLE FAILURE EVENTS
125V DC SYSTEM

CHARGER AVAILABLE
TO SUPPLY

First
Failure

Second Batteries
Failure w/ Charging

Battery Ill Battery 812 Battery 813

CHll

CH11

CHll

CH11

CH12

CH12

CH12

CH121

CH121

CH131

CH11

CH11

CH11

CH12

CH12

CH12

CH121

CH121

CH121

CH131

CH131

CH131

CH132

CH132

CH132

CH12

CH121

CH131

CH132

CH121

CH131

CH132

CH131

CH132

CH132

F or DSL

G or DSL

H or DSL

F or DSL

G or DSL

H or DSL

F or DSL

G or DSL

H or DSL

F or DSL

G or DSL

H -or DSL

F or DSL

G or DSL

H or DSL

2

2

3

3

13

12

11

13

12

11

13

12

11

13 3

12 3

ll
13

12

121*

X

121

121

ll
ll
ll
ll
11

ll or 121*

121

121*

X

121*

ll
11

X

ll
ll
121

11

11

121

11

ll

121*

12

12

12

X

121

121

12

12

12 or 121*

12

121*

12

121*

121

X

12

X

12

12

121

12

12

121

12

131 or 132

131 or 132

132

131

131 or 132

132

131

132

131

X

132

131 or 132

131

132

131 or 132

131

132

'131 or 132

131

132

132

X

X

131

131

* Charger 121 would be available to supply either battery 11 or 12
but not both.

X Charging not available for battery.

DSL = Diesel Generator
F, G, and H = 480 AC IE Source Bus
0548E/0234P-5
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